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Since “The Decision on some Problems of Establishing Socialism Market Economy 
System” published by the Center of CCP in 1993, Chinese started to carry through the 
reform of modern corporation institution in state-owned enterprises. More than 10 
years passed, a lot of problems appeared during establishing Modern Corporation 
Institution, for example, the problem of loss of state-owned assets, hard to detach 
government and enterprises, inefficiency of enterprises, and so on. Guessing the 
headstream, the reason lies in “only state-owned stock larger than any others”, and 
this is why it is hard for genuine corporate governance to be constructed and run 
properly. Thanks to the reform of solving the detachment of different sorts of stocks 
which provides a method to solve the problem mentioned above. Thereby, it is 
significant to construct corporation governance which is efficiency and run properly. 
Modern corporation governance is the incorporating form of enterprises proprietary 
allocation. Enterprises proprietary allocation is the same thing as corporation 
governance. 
The basic contents of my dissertation: Enterprise proprietary allocation includs in 
control right and residual-claim right. The essence of enterprises proprietary is 
owners’ proprietary, just for the need of encouraging high handlers and other owners 
who grapple some key elements, the owners who grapple the productive material have 
to release part of enterprise proprietary to them. Modern corporation proprietary 
allocation refers to releasing enterprise proprietary, namely, collocating control right 
and residual-claim right among shareholders, directors, high handlers, the persons 
who grapple key technology and key resource. When the shareholders release part of 
enterprise proprietary, they will encourage these high rank manpower to exert their 
potential huge productivity, leash their opportunism tendency, so as to achieve a 
greater capital benefit for the behalf of the manpower and the shareholders is 
compatible. Because this part of released title comes from the property rights of 
shareholders, the shareholders exert control to it spontaneously. Therefore, the 
released title is concomitance with the shareholders’ titles of supervision and control. 
If the ligament between them is dissevered, there will appear some problems, such as 
“the problem of inner persons’ control”, the loss of state-owned assets, etc. This is my 
Releasing View on Enterprise Property Rights, and it is my main contribution to the 
study on enterprise property rights allocation. 













collocating enterprises proprietary under the background of knowledge economy. 
Surrounding this hub, my train of thoughts lies in: Launching on the study on the essence of 
enterprise, I put forward that enterprise is a tissue that can create and distribute the residuals based 
on the shareholders’ property rights. The proprietary of productive material determines the basic 
pattern of enterprise property rights allocation, namely, the shareholders own the control right and 
residual-claim right of enterprise, and it is the academic basis of modern corperate property right 
allocation. Just in modern corporations, the high rank managers grapple the virtual control 
title of dealing in, just as the persons who grapple the virtual control title of kernel 
technique or key resource, all of the high rank manpower will determine the fate of 
their enterprise. Thereout, Modern corporations have to adjust its original distribution 
pattern, release part of their proprietary. When the shareholders do this, they still 
reserve supervision and control right to the released right. The suitable allocation of 
enterprise proprietary among shareholders, directors and the high rank manpower 
forms high utility corporation governance constructure.  
Whether can this hypothesis accord with historical reality and the corporation 
governance reality? I try to seek after some rules from the historical evolution of 
enterprise proprietary structure.They are: It is a trend for high rank manpower to share 
enterprise proprietary allocation, but the essence of dealership right is released right, 
so that shareholders’ supervision and control rights must be consolidated together with 
consolidating high rank manpower’s released right, and the shareholders’ supervision 
and control rights are precondition.  
Enterprises release their proprietary, and high manpower win the released enterprise 
proprietary, both of the two parts compose integrated study on enterprise proprietary 
allocation. We focus on enterprise proprietary mainly in the front three chapters,    
then, we begin to study on the academic gist for the high rank manpower to get 
released right and the corporation governance models abroad in chapter 4. I post the 
different models of enterprise property rights allocation and clarify the dependence 
relationship between the models and their conditions. 
As I mentioned above, enterprise property rights should be collocated according to 
capital proprietary. But there appeared some tides of purchasing enterprises viciously 
from 1980s’. This enforces anglo-american countries to amend their laws, and this 
also urges the birth of Benefit-Correlating Persons theory. It insists on modern 
corporate proprietary should be allocated according to equity and community duty. 
Then, How to optimize modern corporate proprietary allocation? If I want to answer 













is, how to collocate enterprises property rights so as to settle the problem of 
encouraging high rank manpower. I put forward the scheme of optimizing various 
kinds of enterprises proprietary allocation.   
Chinese corporations were constructed from the original stated-owned enterprises 
during the enterprise control right transfering from government to every kind of main 
bodies of governance. Then, are there any problems about it? How to settle them? I 
point out Chinese corporation governance thoughts in the case that we are facing to 
market juvenility of supervision and restriction mechanism and absent restriction of 
ownership inside enterprises, and that is governing under categories and parking the 
management title of modern company strictly under the control of shareholders. The 
precondition of that is to design optimizing section configuration firstly.   
The innovation of my study lies in following aspects: throwing away the theory of 
enterprise property right of neo-institutional economics which is popular widely 
nowadays, I try to research on the allocation of corporation property rights guided by 
Marxian methodology, adding the correlation of productivity and productive nexus 
compared with neo-institutional economics, adding historical evolution and 
manufacture process compared with Enterprise Contract Theory, adding the basis of 
proprietary institution of productive material compared with the theory of 
Benefit-Correlating Persons. The innovation of contents lies in following aspects: I 
bring forward some new views:The essence of enterprise is a tissue of producing and 
distributing the residuals based on ownership right of productive material and its 
released titles; the view of the titles of high rank managers come from enterprise 
property rights released; reorientation of the concept of control right so as to separate 
it from the one which was mentioned in the famous words:”separate control right 
from ownership right”; reorientation of enterprise proprietary by the category of 
control right and residual-claim right so that I break through the frame of imperfect 
contract theory which studies enterprise proprietary by the category of surplus control 
right and residual-claim right; a viewpoint of enterprise proprietary released; a 
evolution model of enterprise property right; a theory frame of enterprise proprietary 
allocation; the scheme of optimizing various kinds of enterprise proprietary allocation; 
the thoughts of governing Chinese modern corporation under categories, and so on. 
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